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Art may be understood by co nsidering it as a social institution i n which 
particular art i facts are presented as cand idates for appreciation. This 
i nstitution inc l udes the domains of producti on, distribution, and consumpt i on , 
all of which are regu l ated according to rules and standards re l ating to both 
art objects and behavi oral roles for those people invo lved. In the parad i gm 
case all participants in the institution are of the same cultural group. This 
;s important for art educators to understand because of t he diversity of 
cu l tures r epresented in the classroom . Because a person's greatest opportunity 
for meaningful involvement in the arts comes from within his or he r native 
culture, art education which is excess ively tied to the fine arts r ep resents a 
form of cultur al imperialism which alienates most students as potentia l partic
ipants in the arts. 

Introduct;o n 
This paper is intended t o 

outline (1) t he importance of soc ial 
theory in art for art education, (2) 
a unif i ed conception of art which 
defines all art as the products of a 
genre of social institution in wh ich 
artifacts are produced, distributed, 
and consumed within a particu l ar folk 
group, and (3) some implications for 
art educat ion of this position. The 
social institution be i ng defined is 
necessarily tied to a single cultural 
group and is further defined by (1) a 
set of ru l es regu l ating the domains 
of production, distr ibution, and 
consumption of art objects , and (2) a 
se t of role expectations for the 
individuals invo lved in the i nstitu
tion . 
A relationship between art and 
society is recogn i zed in art educa
tion lite rature . Art's impact on 
people is considered ( Fe ldman, 1970), 
its function in various aspects of 
other cultural and social activities 
is considered (Chapman, 1978) and i t 
;s considered as a communication 
system (McFee and Degge, 1977 ) . 
Although he does not take issue with 
these wr i tings Bersson (1986 ) con
tends t ha t art education stil l lacks 
social relevance. An assumption in 
this paper is that the lack of social 
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relevance in the art education 
l iterature is due to an inadequate 
theoret i cal base within which to 
organize t he many socia l phenomena 
discussed. In order to clarify the 
relationsh ip of art, society, and 
educat ion this study i s focused on 
how art emerges in a cu l ture and t h.e 
implication this has for education. 

The Importance of 
a Soc;al Theory 
The artist is not a person with 

a particular complex of personality 
traits , ' but one who, within a cul
ture, is acknowledged to be an artist 
(or i ts equivalent) by oth er members 
of the same culture. To paraphrase 
what Worsley (l96a) has said of 
chari smatic l eaders, (1) artists can 
only be identified i n soci al context, 
(2) artists only have in common a 
certain relationship to a group of 
other people, and (3) artists from 
one group may be met with indiffer
ence in other groups or at other 
times . Being an artist is not a 
qual i ty of the person ~~, but a 
phenomenon of the relationship of an 
individu al to a constituen cy. 

An examp l e of one recognized as 
an artist in her commun i ty would be 
Almeda Ridd l e of Herber Springs, 
Arkansas, a singer of Ozark ball ads 
(Abrahams, 1970). She is a woman 



passionately concerned wi th t he arts 
but with no apparent interest in the 
fi ne arts. She is concerned and 
knowledgeable about matters of 
express i on, sty 1 e . performance 
context, critical standards, meta
crit i cism, and t he philosophy of t he 
Ozark ballad. This raises two 
questions. First, how can her 
sophistication be reconcil ed with a 
body of aesthetic t heory which 
ignores, or patronizingly romanticiz
es her art? Second, how can we even 
be sure that art exists in other 
cultures in Light of Merriam ' s (1964) 
putative proof that it does not exist 
in certai n tr i bes which are acknowl
edged to have songs which are gener 
ally considered in other contexts to 
be art? 

No work of art can be either 
identified or evaluated without 
reference to its broader cultural 
position. It is hazardous even to 
classify a particular object (ballad 
or painting) as art wi thout knowing 
first what other things are consid
ered art in the cultur e i n which it 
was made. Art may be defined in 
ferms of a class of objects, there
fore, if; tis fi rst known that 
either (I) there is a recognized 
class of objects wh i ch are considered 
art works, or (2) that a social 
insti tution exists which is analogous 
to that through which we produce such 
a class of objects. In the first 
case such a class of objects implies 
a social institution through which 
members of the class are produced. 
In the second case it will further be 
necessary to determine what objects 
are produced through this institution 
regardless of whether or not they are 
categorized as a class of objects 
kn own as art. 

A social theory approaches art 
as the manifestation of genre of 
institution. It is not intended to 
supply a definition in terms amenable 
to a particular political agenda, as 
it often ; s in Marxist literature 
such as, for example, in Vasquez 
(1965). To posit a social theory 
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which overemphasizes revolution (Ruz , 
1980) or class struggle (Hadjinico
laou, 1974) is to ignore the intra
group (i ntra - cl as ) or esoteric 
(Jansen,1965) nature of art. Neither 
is a social theory simply a populist 
attack on artistic standards of 
judgment, a~ Smith (1983) has sug 
gested. A sod a 1 theory of art 
should guide the researcher to focus 
on th e mechan i sms through which art 
arises in a cu l ture. 

Although art is a social phenom
enon, the individual is by no means 
unimportant. Mukarovsky (1964) 
suggests that a continuum may be 
drawn between the ind ividua l aesthet
i c and the structured aesthetic. The 
individual aesthetic is related to 
what one person may find pleasing, as 
in the fortuitous combination of 
paint splashes on a wall. The 
structured aesthetic defines the 
genres of art, as in the structure of 
poetry as it is understood in a 
particular time and place. All works 
of art fit same point between the 
extremes of the continuum . While the 
individual aesthetic is an important 
psychological phenomenon, it is the 
structured aesthetic which defines a 
work of art as such in a socia- cu l 
tural context. 

A Soc; a1 
Th eory of Art 

The minimum information required 
in order to state that art exists in 
any culture is the presence of a 
particular genre of socia - cultural 
interactions among people. This 
requires an etic (Pike, 1954) poi nt 
of view, that is, one which stands 
outside of anyone culture. The emic 
(Pike, 1954), or intracultural, paint 
of view of art may seem irrelevant to 
an outside observer. The Abelam 
peop l e of New Guinea, for examp le , 
have criteria for good art which have 
to do with traditional correctness 
and magical eff i cacy (Fo rge, 1971 ). 
This may indeed be irre l evant to art 
in general while remaining a valid 
frame of reference for those familiar 
with it. Similarly. the history of 



Western aesthetics shows the develop
ment of an emic philosophy. From a 
folklorist' s perspective it is 
incorrect to general.ize from one emic 
conception or t o apply that concep
tion to another group (Pelto and 
Pelto, 1978 ). From this it fo l lows 
that Western aesthetics is an inap
propriate base from which to develop 
a genera li zab l e concept of art which 
would be applicable to other peoples . 
It has the function of a theory of 
art to account for the phenomenon 
despite the variety of em;c forms it 
may take. 

The Locus of Art in Culture 
An em ic theory may, for example, 

associate ar t with something like 
express ion, but one is t hen faced 
with the problem of locating that 
expression in the art object , the 
viewer or e l sewhere. To locate it in 
t he art objects themsel ves l eads to 
formalism as in the work of Bell 
(1913) . To locate it in the react ion 
of the perceiver l eads willy nilly to 
making art a matter of personal 
psychology as in Collingwood's (1938 ) 
discussion of expression as a person
al impe rat ive. 

In ethnograph ic terms all that 
is in art i s located within the 
compl ex of shared ideas wh ich are 
ca ll ed culture. Culture, in this 
sense , is a non - evaluative te rm which 
has been defined in at least eleven 
ways (Gould and Ko lb, 1964) . These 
definitions have in common the 
concept of a sharing among members of 
a group. A l i st of cultural phenome
na would i nc l ude stories, dances, 
rites, festivities, ideas, bel i efs, 
legends, language , ways of eat ing and 
s leep in g, and so on. Like a personal 
opinion, the unstructured aesthet ic 
may be li tt l e influenced by culture, 
but, like the wisdom of a proverb, 
the structured aesthetic is a shared 
construct. The sadn ess (or other 
express ion) in a painting is to be 
found in such shared ideas. 

Art and the 
Fo l k Grou p 

Groups of people may be 
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variously descr ibed . Al an Dundes 
(19S0) defines a fol k gro up as, 
" . .. Any group of peop l e whatsoever 
[sic] who share at l east one common 
factor" (p.6) . The fol k group i s, as 
Ben-Amos (1979) suggests, a small 
~ as compar ed to the complex 
interlocking groupings i n a society 
such as that of the United States. 
The common factor of the small grou p 
may be language, religion, occupa
tion, or an interes t in art . To 
define all art i n terms of the 
culture of the folk group implies 
that to t he extent that a particular 
group has developed some esoteric 
(Jansen , 1956) lore wh ich it consid
ers its own, it may be a cultural 
unit or sub- unit within, but distin
guishable from, the broader society. 

Defin i t i ons of art have turned 
upon a vari ety of attributes of 
works, al l ass umed to be manifested 
in the object. The difficulty of 
such def i nition caused Wittgenstein 
(1979) to suggest that a group of 
objects may be conceptualized as a 
set withou t having anyone thing in 
common . They may exhibit a family of 
resemblances. Mandelbaum (1 979) 
suggested that all works of art may 
have in common some non -man i fest 
attributes. George Dicki e (1974) 
took this suggest ion seriously and 
offe red a definition of art in which 
al l works are (1) artifacts (2) some 
aspects of which have had conferred 
upon them the status of candidates 
for appreciation (3) by persons 
act ing on beh alf of a social institu 
tion. This definition has been 
developed in variou s ways some of 
wh i ch may be found i n t he work of 
Aagaard-Morgensen (1976). 

Appreciation is promin ent in 
this theory because it impl ies some 
affective responses t o works of art . 
Surely art works are valued , i n l arge 
part, because of the appreciation 
which we have for them. This re
sponse ;s the fuel which drives the 
processes of production, distribution 
and consumption of ar t. The process 
cou l d be described, as it i s by 
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Peckham (1978), as one in which art 
works are considered, n ••• occasions 
for a human being to perform the 
art-perceiving role in the artistic 
situation" (p.97). Perception seems, 
however, to be a fairly neutral act 
and while it may be a necessary part 
of the role of the person to whom an 
art work ;s offered, appreciation, in 
the sense of an eval uative response, 
;s the presumed goal of the percep 
tion. 

What is necessary for an insti
tution of the kind under discussion 
;s a relationship among individual 
members of a cultural group such that 
some produce art works, other present 
the works (although the presenter may 
be also the producer), and others 
appreciate them. There are, thus, 
three doma i ns i n the institution 
wh i ch are identified by the Mexican 
ph il osopher Acha (1984) as: (1) 
production, (2) distribution, and (3) 
consumption. In the ideal case 
different members of the same folk 
group fill each of the three roles. 
If the process involves persons from 
different folk groups there is less 
r elevant shared culture and therefore 
appreciation is l ess l ikely to occur. 

There are rules or standards 
governing the art institution. 
Although adherence to standards and 
strict genre expectat i ons are common 
in many artistic traditions the 
existence of rules does not condemn 
the entire process to simple mecha
nistic adherence to formulae. To 
understand the rules, consider the 
proper functioning of the institu
t i on. When al l goes we l l and a valid 
art work i s produced, offered, and 
appreciated, the process may be 
considered "felicitous" (Austin, 
1965). The rules for the felicitous 
pr oduction of art ( regardl ess of its 
quality) may be derived by paraphras
ing Austin's rules for felicitous 
verbal acts such as marrying: (1) 
there must be an accepted social 
procedure for the production of 
artifacts and for their being offered 
for appreciation; (2) the persons and 
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circumstances for offering for 
appreciation must be appropriate, 
that is, not just anything may be 
offered by anyone at any t i me, there 
are particular persons and s i tuations 
involved; (3) the procedure must be 
followed correctly; and (4) the 
procedure must be executed complete 
ly . An infe l icitous example of an 
art work might be a hammer left on a 
pedestal by a gallery operator who 
had not intended it to be considered 
a SCUlpture, but which was taken as 
such by a visitor. The particu l ar 
rules would vary from group to group 
and from genre to genre of object, 
but the particul ar rules wil l a ll be 
related to these four genera l princi
ples. 

Clearly, what we are seeking in 
this theoretical or i entation ;s a 
useful common descr i pt i on of all art 
wh i ch will guide research and in
struction . It is specifically 
proposed, therefore, that distinc 
tions such as those made by Acha 
(1984) among artizenry (las artesa
nias), fine arts {las artes cultas}, 
and design (e l diseno) be disregarded 
until such time as speci fi c ru l es can 
be formulated for particu l ar variet
ies of the art institution . The 
paradigm of art should be drawn from 
fo l k art rather than the fine arts 
because the folk cultura l experience 
is more basic than that of artwor l d 
as defined by Danto (1964), which has 
as its principle constituency those 
wi th an ; nterest in the arts. From 
this point of view, the fine arts in 
the galleries of New York or Chicago 
would be a folk art for the members 
of the artwor l d, which is, i n turn, 
defined as those involved in art. 
This reflexive character of the 
artworld in no way bars it f rom 
consideration as a folk group in i ts 
own right. Its various claims to 
uniqueness are emic cultural e l e
ments, the simple ethnocentricity 
commonly found i n primit ive cu l ture. 
Broudy ' s (1964 ) i nsistence, f or 
example, that there are experts who 
are qua l ified to make judgments about 



what is good art carries no weight 
whatsoever outside the artworld if, 
as he seems to imply, these experts 
are a definable group of Western 
artists and critics enculturated into 
the fine art tradition who apply what 
they have learned among the ir own 
folk to the rest of the world. We 
could equally select as experts the 
elders of the Tiv in Africa . After 
Bohannan had told them the story of 
Hamlet they i nformed her that she had 
made a few mistakes and that sometime 
they would instruct her in story 
telling so that she could return to 
her own people and show them that she 
has, " . . . not been sitting in the 
bush, but among those who know things 
and have taught you wisdom" (1982). 

Art E ducat ; on 
The implication for art educa

tion is that what one has to learn to 
participate in the arts has to do 
with the various role mode l s in the 
domains of production, distribution 
and consumption . These may be partly 
l earned though participation in a 
folk group, but even in primitive 
societies we find that art must be 
taught. According to Hart (1974), 
the education of young children in 
primitive societies is generally 
concerned with practical matters of 
making a living and getting along, 
but adolescent or adult education 
particularly in initiation rites and 
other formal schoo l ing ;s con 
cerned with cultural subjects includ
ing philosophy, art, and music. To 
assert that all art is folk art is 
not, therefore, to assert that 
everyone wi 11 1 earn wi thout i nstruc
tion, but to focus on the relation 
ship of art with particular cultural 
contexts . 

From a fo l klorist's perspective 
fundamental l earning in the arts 
would, in part, consist of (1) 
learning about production of particu
lar types of things which are valued 
by a folk group (particularly the 
student's) , rather than things which 
are only made in schools, i.e. 
"school art" (Efland, 1976); (2) 
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learning about such things as how art 
works are distributed, to whom, by 
who, and for what reasons; and (3) 
l earning about the appreciation of 
art works including how they are 
evaluated in our culture and in 
others. This last area of learning 
would probably be the l argest because 
the domain of consumption is the one 
in which students will be most 
extensively involved. The distribu
tion of art may, however, be of 
particular interest because as Acha 
(1984) suggests, that is the arena in 
which the dialectic between the 
interests of the producers and 
consumers is played out. It is also 
the domain in which the intervention 
of monetary concerns can influence, 
even determine, the judgment of the 
nominal experts. 

The cr i tical implication of the 
point of view outlined here is that a 
person can most fully be involved in 
the arts in his or her own folk 
group, in which the greatest cultural 
sharing takes place. Appropriate 
education would enable students to 
learn more about their own cultural 
inheritance and make them aware of 
other cultures through learning about 
the kinds of social interactions 
involved in the art institution . To 
speak of other cultures, however, is 
not to speak of broad groupings like 
American, black, working cl ass, or 
urban. A person may participate in 
many cultures. Catholic culture is 
different from protestant, male from 
female, right wing from left. Three 
general statements should be made 
about the implications of such a 
social theory for art education. 

First, to focus exclusively on 
the fine arts is to represent a form 
of cultural imper iali sm in the 
schools, ignoring the fact that 
students come with r i ch traditions of 
their own. The fine arts represent a 
form of art which pertains to a 
particular constituency of people. 
To present it as the only correct 
concern of all who have an artistic 
interest is to imply that this folk 



group is the on ly one to which all 
people should asp ire. In its extreme 
form this elitist position claims 
that art is a rare thing with which 
few people come into contact and that 
the bu lk of the art work available to 
the common person is inferior and 
unworthy of attention. This suggests 
that a teacher in a remote town 
shaul d tel l students, "You wi 11 
probably never see real art unless 
you go to New York. You will never 
own real art and will not become real 
artists. You will probably never 
really understand art. Now, let's 
begin our study of art." That 
teacher could hope for littl e more 
than to make aesthetic peasants of 
the students, watching what happens 
in New York so that imitations of 
products and attitudes can be made. 

Secondly, a teacher who wishes 
to teach successfu l ly should become 
invo l ved in the student's community. 
Community involvement would lead to 
an understanding of the culture of 
the students. This is an important 
implication because community in
volvement may not be perceived as 
important for teachers. A study by 
Crow and Crow (1951) indicated that 
interest in community was ranked as 
least important of 40 teacher traits 
by both high school seniors and 
college seniors. Teachers, in other 
words, are not thought of as having 
an interest in the communi ty, but as 
rather as agents (Cartwright, 1965) 
of their subject field. 

Finally, if the fine arts are 

only comprehended and appreciated by 
an elite few then they are irr e l ev~nt 
to the lives of the children except 
for those who either are brought up 
in the artwor l d fo l k group or aspire 
to membersh i p in it. The habitual 
mystification of the arts found in 
Western aesthetics, if accepted, 
simply puts them out of the range of 
serious consideration for education 
in the schools. The fact that 
members of the artworld become 
engrossed in contemplating a painting 
might only indicate (to the students) 
that they were involved in the art 
1I ••• as a pl umber might be engrossed 
by the technical aspects of a bath
room" (Mencken, 1949, p .551). 

This analysis suggests that any 
fundamental unity found in the arts 
;s in the fact that they are all 
based on analogous soc ial institu
tions in which art works are pro
duced, presented, and appreciated 
according to rul es of the inst itution 
and r ole expectation for various 
persons involved in it. It a l so 
suggests that ,. as Gl ass i e (1983) 
found in Ballymenone, Northern 
Ire l and, people have rich and complex 
aesthetic l ives which they discuss i f 
one learns to listen properly. 
Because art ;s a common part of life, 
the curriculum in art should deal 
with these roles and rules in order 
to increase the sophistication of the 
students as participants in any 
aspect of the arts in which they may 
become i nvolved. 
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